Panorama,
in line with your lifestyle

Novy,
Inspired by quality
As the Belgian specialist in kitchen ventilation, years of craftsmanship
and unceasing innovation are the key driving forces for Novy when
designing cooker hoods. Since the production of the first cooker hood
in 1965, Novy has striven for perfection, reliable down to the details.
Delivering quality at a high level is in Novy’s genes. This comes
through in every element of the process: whether it comes to design,
material choice or ease of use. With their sophisticated design, Novy
products are quiet, unobtrusive and indispensible aids in the kitchen
with unrivalled performance.
Novy underlines this vision by offering its customers a full
5 year warranty on all cooker hoods and induction hobs.
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Panorama is one of Novy’s Premium Innovation Products, a new generation of products that
set the tone for the future with discretion, simplicity and ease of use, with every technological
detail considered, and of course silence. Premium Innovation Products are distributed through a
selection of partners.
Consult our online showroom locator to come discover Panorama.
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Panorama:
cooker hood and hob in one
that adapts to your lifestyle.
The kitchen is and remains the most popular place in the house. Our
living space and cooking area merge into one. That is why we create
more space and connection to spend time with family and friends in
“the heart” of the house. To be able to enjoy this multifunctional space
optimally, there is a need for intelligent kitchen ventilation.
At Novy, we push our boundaries and go a step further with Panorama.
This cooker hood and hob in one not only has a clean and timeless
design, but with its technical ingenuity, it also adapts to your lifestyle.
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Special downdraft extractor
Pure and timeless design
Aesthetically, Panorama really is the jewel of the kitchen. With visual perfection and high
quality in mind, we chose a sleek black downdraft extractor clad in semi-transparent glass
that permit some visibility. Precisely because of its clean, slender lines, Panorama merges
into its surroundings.
With the Panorama cooker hood and hob in one, the downdraft extractor is practically
positioned behind the worktop. This offers many advantages for extraction, because
Panorama catches cooking fumes at the source and extracts them efficiently. At the same
time, this gives you more freedom of movement while cooking.

www.novyone.com
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Efficient source extraction
based on the height of your cooking pot.

Adjustable height
The advantage of a downdraft extractor in the hob is that the vapours are extracted directly
at the source. What makes the Panorama downdraft extractor special is that it can be
adjusted to 3 heights. You can chose between 10 cm, 20 cm or 30 cm height for the most
optimal extraction at the source depending on the height of your cooking pots. After cooking,
the downdraft extractor disappears back into the hob when it is not in use. This quickly
creates visual simplicity in the kitchen.

Freedom of architectural planning
The Panorama cooker hood and hob in one can be installed almost anywhere in the kitchen
because you do not need a ceiling or wall as you would to hang a traditional cooker hood.
By choosing a hob with integrated cooker hood, you get unrivalled architectural freedom for
the kitchen layout.
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Novy introduces the ‘AUTO’-function
The integrated ‘AUTO’ function ensures that Panorama
automatically adapts to the most common cooking
situation with a pan of 15 cm.
With one press of the button the downdraft extractor
changes to a height of 20 cm and is switched to the
most optimal extraction position.

Thanks to the integrated ‘AUTO’-function
you can quickly start cooking with Panorama.
frontaal beeld
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Performance to the smallest detail
Novy leaves nothing to chance. That is why Panorama is designed to the last detail based on intensive CFD* simulations
and cooking tests. These show that the aerodynamic flow is ameliorated by working with adjustable extraction heights in
comparison to flat extraction in the hob. The lateral positioning of the induction cooking zones to the downdraft extractor
has also been optimized. The integration of the downdraft extractor in the hob ensures efficient positioning relative to the
cooking pots. As a result, the optimized aerodynamics have a positive effect on the noise levels (less resistance) and on
the energy-efficiency of Panorama. Therefore, Panorama is the best in silence and extraction in its segment.

*Computational Fluid Dynamics. In this simulation, you can see that an adjustable height and minimum distance relative to the cooking pots has a positive impact on the efficient
removal of cooking vapours.
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Panoramic induction hob
Panoramic hob
The clean and subtle design of the fans is also continued on the induction hob. When it
is not in use, you only see the black opaque glass with minimal serigraphy. When in use,
the white slider controls light up and are activated by automatic pan detection. The hob is
provided with 4 octagonal cooking zones next to each other in a panoramic configuration.
.
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Intuitive touch control,
combined with smart technology.

Powerhouse in the kitchen
A powerful cooker hood goes with a powerful hob. Each cooking zone has up to 3700 W of power and immediately
provides high flexibility. The cooking zones can be controlled separately, but you can also select the bridge function. This
allows you to create extra large cooking zones.

Intelligent technology
To complete the cooking experience, Novy strives to maximise the ease of use and the very latest induction technology
was selected. Aside from the simple touch control, Panorama also offers a number of useful functions. Each zone
has a separate timer, 3 keep-warm functions, Stop&Go, and (Super) Power function, a grill function and a number of
safeguards.
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Maintaining Panorama
Easy to clean
Both the downdraft extractor and the hob are easy to clean after cooking. The glass surface of the downdraft extractor
is also provided with a special coating that makes it oil and water repellent. When the extractor disappears into the hob,
the glass surface is easy to clean. The grease filters, the safety components and the reservoirs are also low-maintenance
and are dishwasher proof.

1 Glass top cover

4 Safety components (2 pc.)

2 Frontal glass plate

5 Top reservoirs (2 pc., total max. 200 ml)

3 Grease filters (2 pc.)

6 Bottom reservoirs (2 pc., total max. 500 ml)
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Installing Panorama
Optimal use of space
The space loss to install Panorama is limited to a minimum.
This is done by positioning the Panorama downdraft
extractors behind the cabinet space. In this way, you don’t
lose any space under the hob and you can still install drawers
40 cm deep. That is enough space to put your pots and
pans.

40 cm

Integration into the worktop
Panorama can be built into the worktop in 2 ways. You can choose to install it on the worktop, or to integrate it completely
flush with your worktop for a smooth finish.

Surface mount

Flush mount
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Recirculation or exhaust to outside
There are two options for extracting vapours and odours. You can choose the traditional exhaust to outside or recirculation.
The latter energy-efficient technology is increasingly used in energy efficient homes and in kitchens where exhaust to
outside is not possible.
The built-in recirculation box with monoblock filter efficiently captures odours and returns the purified air back to the
room. This increased efficiency can be attributed to the HX design of the box, in which small hexagonal holes provide
greater air flow. Visually, the smooth surface subtly integrates into the skirting board.

Exhaust to outside

Recirculation

Technical installation drawings
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1821 Panorama
Price

EUR 3,999.00 *

Dimensions (mm)
Dimensions (WxDxH) (mm)

880 x 520 x 57

Cut out size for surface or flush mount (WxD)(mm)
Dimensions of milled edge for flush mount (WxDxH)
(mm)

860 x 500
884 x 524 x 6
HOB

DOWNDRAFT EXTRACTOR

Cooking zones

Energy label
Energy efficiency class (EEI)

Number of octagonal cooking zones (induction 220 x 180 mm)

B

Annual energy consumption (kWh/year) (AEC)

57,4

Fluid dynamic efficiency class (FDE)

B

Light efficiency class (LE)

-

Grease filtering efficiency class (GFE)

4

Power per zone (min. - max. / Super Power) (W)

111 - 2100/3700

Functions
Controls

Slider control with
white LEDs

C

Number of power positions

9 + Power + Super
Power

•

Timer function for each zone

•

Independent cooking timer

•

Functions
Manual extraction function
Controls

Touch control

AUTO-function

Stop&Go

•

Number of speeds
Shutoff delay mode (minutes)

•

5 + 3 intensive

Keep warm function (°C)

• (42, 70 and 94)

10-30 (standard setting)

Automatic bridge function

• (2x)

Cleaning indicator for grease filter

•

Residual heat indicator

•

Cleaning and replacement indicator for recirculation filter

•

Automatic simmering

•

Removable glass

•

Control panel lock

•

Automatic pan detection

•

Overcook protection

•

Grill function (only when used with grill plate)

•

Adjustable downdraft extractor height (cm)
Collection reservoir

10, 20 and 30
• (2 above, 2 below)

Air volume and noise level
Air volume (m³/h) (EN 61591):
- Minimum

270

- Maximum

723

- Best efficiency point

370

Air pressure (Pa) (EN 61591)
- Maximum

495

- Best efficiency point

342

Opbouw

Noise level/sound pressure in extraction mode
(dB(A) re 1 pW)/ (dB(A) re 20 µPa)(EN 60704-2-13):
- Minimum

37/25

- Maximum continuous

57/43

- Maximum intensive

65/53

Surface mount

Opbouw

Noise level/sound pressure in recirculation mode
(dB(A) re 1 pW)/ (dB(A) re 20 µPa)(EN 60704-2-13):
- Minimum

45/30

- Maximum continuous

59/47

- Maximum intensive

67/55

Vlakbouw

Technical features

Flush mount

Vlakbouw

Motor with integrated noise damper

•

Exhaust mode/Recirculation mode (standard setting)
Total maximum power (W)

7,680

Mains voltage

230 V or 400 V + N

Power consumption in stand-by mode Ps (W)

<0.5

Exhaust opening (LxW) (mm)
Exhaust position

89 x 222
Opbouw

central bottom/rear**/front**

Weight (kg)

50,1

Fittings and accessories
Recirculation kit
- Built in recirculation kit with monoblock filter white
(98x818x290 mm)

7921.400

430,00 EUR*

- Built in recirculation kit with monoblock filter black
(98x818x290 mm)
Vlakbouw

7922.400

430,00 EUR*

- Built in recirculation kit with monoblock filter stainless
steel finish (98x818x290 mm)

7923.400

430,00 EUR*
E
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- Grease filter, left

1821.020

65,00 EUR*

Surface mount

860

500

4

6

-

-

-

38 min

- Grease filter, right

1821.134

65,00 EUR*

Flush mount

860

500

4

6

8

884

524

38 min

Grease filter (for replacement)

* The prices stated in this brochure are indicative UK market prices until 31.12.2017. Recupel and VAT included, installation not included.
** Use the included connection bend.
The content of this brochure, including the brands, logos, drawings, data, product or company names, text, images, photos software, etc. are protected by intellectual property rights and
belong to Novy or authorised third parties.
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Follow us on:

Novy Ltd
Wiberforce House
Station Road
London NW4 4QE
United Kingdom
M: +44 (0) 7526 729197
D: +44 (0) 207 866 2493

www.novypanorama.co.uk

